Nurses Spend Hours, Days
Or Work For RN Insignia
Bv DAVID PETERSON

Star-News Staff Writer

When you see a young lady,
dressed in clean, crisp, starched
vvh.ite uniform, and she signs her

name with the initials “R. N.” following, treat her with the respect
due to the ones who devote their
lire to the care and consideration
of their fellowman.

floren.ee Nightingale began the
of hallowed names, and
long parade
her name is spoken
U, this day,
along with famous men, statesmen,
and kings.
Nurses study long and hard to
gain their coveted uniform and
g N. designation, and the road to
the ultimate goal is not an easy
one.

large majority oi the young
entering this profession are
recently graduated from
high
school, a requirement to enter
training, and they face ai»ther
strict regutetions
Liree years of
and studies with practical experiCe in the hospital of their trainA

women

ing.
One who desires to enter training writes or calls upon the “Direcin the hospital of
tor of Nurses”
their choice, presenting a transcript of their high school grades
and a doctor’s certificate of ex-

amination.
nurse is interviewthe director, and if accepted. will fill out forms of application returning at a later date to

The

potential

ad by

be

given

a

general aptitude

exam-

Upon completion of this
satisfactory mark,
exam, with a
the student is accepted, and bids
the family a fond farewell, for she
must attend the school of nursing
for three long years, with little opportunity to visit.
During the first day at the school
our young “nurse-to-be” is assigntd to her room, given an indocination.

advancement, and can be very the week and the overnight leaves,
confusing, if one does not Konw the awarded once
or twice a month.

routine.
The details of this change are:
When four months of pre-clinical
training have been completed, the
trination, and adjusts herself to student dons a blue striped dress,
the new atmosphere.
with white cuffs and apron;
two
Soo nafter entering, classes
months later, the bio and plain
are
begun, and students spend four white cap fs added, identifying her
from a freshman; for their junior
hours daily
in the
classrooms,
a
broken by periods of
study and re- year, narrow black band is added
to the cap, and is widened during
laxation.
During this first week in train- the seinor year.
ing, new students are measured
Freshman training consists of
for their uniforms, which
they do regular floor duty in the hospital
not don until four
months of pre- and attending classes also. This
clinical study have been completgives the student an eight-hour
ed.
day of studies and practical exSome of the subjects pursued bv
perience.
the students
in their' freshman
The progressing student is now
period are, nursing arts, ethics,
hygiene, nursing history, phara- allowed to administer medicines
and
after
medications,
being
cology,
materia
medica,
preanatomy, microbiology, and oth- supervised by an instructor in the
initial
administration
of
each
ers.
This entrance into training is the particular type.
Patients in the medical or surgi.
hardest part, considering the utter
isolation these young girls under- cal catagory are now intnisted to
go.
Being used to many friends their care. Continuing to serve
and acquaintances, they have to these until the junior year of traincontent themselves with their fel- ing, the student becomes familiar
low students, doctors, nurses, in- with the patients and the major
structors, and occasionally, they operations from surgery.
are permitted to venture
Subjects studied by the freshoutside
the gates of their school, to
enjoy man deal with advancement in
socials on the outside.
medicine, composed of phycology,
Returning to the subject of train- medical chemistry, dietetics, anain
ing
classes, we find the student tomy, and eye, ear, nose and throat.
has finished her four-month initial,
Twelve months go by, and the
or pre-clinical period, and is now
student proudly adds a narrow
issued uniforms and placed on duty black band to the cap. Theentrance
in the hospital for two hours daily,
into junior studies involve another
along with the regular classroom advancement into
medicine, and
studies.
the student has subjects more
In the tour of practical duty, the technical and steeper in medical
trainees are taught the funda- lore.
mentals of nursing, and have one
This year of study fin£i the stupatient as their responsibility; atgical nursing, medicine, opediatending to the minor needs, bathtrics, obstectics, contagion, deroing, and keeping the patient under student
delving into surgery, surobservation.
The prs-clinical period ends after
six months, and the uniform of the
student undergoes a change.
The
metamorphosis of the student uniform has four stages, identifying
the nurse trainee in ali
periods of

The strict training schedule tends
to make more conscientious nurses
of them, and develop concentra-

tion to

without
The

learning their profession
too many outside interests.

nurses

who have

graduated

fully deserve the admiration of
all, having completed one of the
most difficult of all training schedules available to young

women.

firm, in making the announcement
ot establishment of branch
operaBranchl tions at Columbia, explained that
this expansion of the
company's
Announcement of the opening of
operations was necessitated by
a branch office at Columbia, was
business already being handled by
made yesterday by Kilroy, Hague,
Kilroy, Hague, and Atkins, Inc.,
and
Atkins,
Inc.,
advertising originating in South Carolina.
agency, with home offices at 300
Since branch office establishLaw Building, Charlotte.
ment was
necessary for accounts
Guida Canaday, formerly with already
served, the Charlotte firm,
the home office of the Charlotte ir.
expanding the scope of its
has

Charlotte Firm

Opens

been named as the
agency,
with executive in charge of South Caroare
eaten
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raw
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accounts for the firm, and
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most
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is for jam, Building at Columbia.
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Lee Hague, president of the

more

Jeep

...

studies.
As these remaining subjects are
completed and the training of the
nurse rounds
out to completion,
graduation is looked forward to
with eager anticipation.
During the war, the student
nurses had their choice of becoming a “cadet nurse” or remaining in the catagory in which
peace-time ordinarily places them.
A Cadet Nurse has slightly higher
standards to meet during the train,
ing, and has her books supplied,
along with uniforms and other
essentials of training.
The student nurse at one time
was paid $5
a
month, but that
has been deleted at the current
date. The Cadet Nurse was paid
a
little more, with the figures
increasing as the training progressed. In the last six months of
training, the Cadet had the choice
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In 4-wheel drive, at speeds
of 2 to 7 tnph, the "Jeep”

light tractor to
pull plows, harrows, discs
and other implements
serves as a

—

pull-type

student takes

Power take-off on the “Jeep”
delivers to 30 hp to operate
feed mills, saws, corn
•hellers and other equipment. No idle seasons for
the “Jeep”—you use it every
day, all year.
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obstitics and anaesthesia.
The students received a one to
two weeks vacation every summer,
and have a 10:00 p. m., deadline
during their training, except for
the occassional late leaves during
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State Board Examination, determining her elegibility to enter the register of
nurses. Passing this exam, the
Registered Nurse is entered in the
register, and can practice her
profession where ever she chooses,
within the state.
This training schedule is typical
of the school, but is not necessarily followed in this particuliar order. Minor changes here and there
cause the schooling to vary in some
phases of training.
Post graduate courses are offered to the graduates, giving

...FOR BELT WORK
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of transferring to an Army or
Navy hospital, or remainding on
at the training school.
Upon graduation, the learned
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in the operating room for surgery;
the contation ward, for experience
in diseases; operdiatriac cases, involving children up to twelve years
of age; and obstretics, with indoctrination into delivery and post

Aside
from
their
practical
duties, the senior students are
obligated to indulge in a bit of
classroom study, and professional
adjustment, II, physicaritry, and
public health, are some of the
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UNDER A BLOUSE

blue band on her cap.
Seniors are assigned to the diet
kitchen, dispensary and emergency ward, and serving as senior
nurse in charge of a floor. Dispensing with records, officiating
in the absence of those more responsible, and keeping order on
their floor.
Also during this period, records,
are kept by
the students, showing a daily tabulation of patients
and information concerning any
special training encountered during the month. This report is made
out every month
until graduation, and must be kept complete
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